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Global Semantic Description of Objects based
on Prototype Theory
Omar Vidal Pino, Erickson R. Nascimento, and Mario F. M. Campos
Abstract—In this paper, we introduce a novel semantic description approach inspired on Prototype Theory foundations. We propose a
Computational Prototype Model (CPM) that encodes and stores the central semantic meaning of object’s category: the semantic
prototype. Also, we introduce a Prototype-based Description Model that encodes the semantic meaning of an object while describing
its features using our CPM model. Our description method uses semantic prototypes computed by CNN-classifications models to
create discriminative signatures that describe an object highlighting its most distinctive features within the category. Our experiments
show that: i) our CPM model (semantic prototype + distance metric) is able to describe the internal semantic structure of objects
categories; ii) our semantic distance metric can be understood as the object visual typicality score within a category; iii) our descriptor
encoding is semantically interpretable and significantly outperforms other image global encodings in clustering and classification tasks.
Index Terms—image semantic description, object semantic representation, image understanding, prototype theory.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
M EMORY is one of the most amazing faculties of humanbeing; it is generally considered as the brain ability to code,
store and retrieve information [1]. More specifically, semantic
memory [2] refers to general world knowledge that we accumulate
throughout our lives [3]. A relevant aspect of the functional neu-
roanatomy of the semantic memory resides in the representation of
the meaning of objects and its properties [4]. Several assumptions
indicate that human beings are capable of: i) learning the most
distinctive features of a specific object category [4], [5]; ii) form
categories and object semantic definitions (abstractions) at a very
early age [4]. Semantic memory involves those semantic definition
of objects [2] and, consequently, the success of object recognition,
classification and description tasks are causally related to the
success of effectively recovering the learned knowledge [2].
For years, Computer Vision and Machine Learning areas have
tried to build and learning pattern recognition methods with sim-
ilar performance of human being for visual information process-
ing. Although the current state-of-the-art methods has achieved
surprising results, there are still many challenges to achieve
the discriminative power and abstraction of semantic memory
to represent semantic. How to describe and stand for objects,
semantically? How to simulate the behavior of semantic memory
in the representation of learned knowledge of objects features?
How to extract and encode the object features to encapsulate the
representation of the meaning (or semantic representation) of a
specific object? How to learn the semantic definition of categories
objects, and use it in object recognition, classification and de-
scription tasks? These are just some of the interesting questions
that still occupy the investigation agenda of many research areas.
In this paper – motivated by the semantic memory behavior–
we propose a mathematical model that attempts to represent the
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semantic definition of object categories. Also, we propose how to
introduce this semantic representation of object categories in the
global description of objects features extracted from images.
The knowledge extraction models (high-level vision processes)
from images are highly influenced by the methods used for detec-
tion, extraction and representation of image relevant information.
Consequently, the extraction of image relevant features has been
the subject of Computer Vision research for decades. For several
years, hand-crafted features [6], [7], [8] and machine learning [9],
[10] methods were the choice for image feature description tasks.
The advent of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) outper-
forms these traditional methods and enabled to achieve a visual
recognition model with similar behavior of semantic memory
for classification tasks [11], [12], [13], sparking the tendency
of images semantic processing with deep-learning techniques.
The CNN-models success spawned numerous CNN-descriptors
produced with different approaches that learn effective represen-
tations for describing image features [14], [15], [16], [17]. Con-
sequently, representations of image features extracted using deep
classification models [11], [12], [13], or using CNN-descriptors
are commonly referred as semantic feature or semantic signature.
The term semantic feature has been extensively studied in the
field of linguistic semantic and it is defined as the representation
of the basic conceptual components of the meaning of any lexical
item [18]. In the seminal work of Rosch [19] the author analyzed
the semantic structure of the meaning of words and introduced the
concept of semantic prototype. According to Rosch [19], [20], the
representation of a category semantic meaning is related to the
category prototype, particularly to those categories naming natural
objects.
The image semantic understanding is influenced by how are
semantically represented the features of image basic compo-
nents (e.g., objects), and the semantic relations between these
basic components [21]. CNN-description models [14], [16], [17],
[22] (and semantic description models [15], [23], [24]) stand for
the semantic information of the image features using a range of
different approaches. Nevertheless, none of these models codify
the representation of image visual information based on the theo-
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Fig. 1. Motivation and Concepts. Schematic of our prototype-based description model. The human visual system can observe an object and to build
an object semantic description that highlighting their most distinctive features within the object category. We propose a prototype-based model to
simulate this behavior through the processing flow from 1) to 6). 1) features extraction; 2) object features recognition; 3) categorization; 4) object
features; 5) central semantic meaning of a category (the category prototype); 6) our Global Semantic Description based on Prototypes.
retical foundation of Cognitive Science to represent the semantic
meaning.
In this paper, we rely on cognitive semantic studies related to
the Prototype Theory for modeling the central semantic meaning
of objects categories: the prototype. We propose a novel approach
to take on the semantic features descriptions of objects based
on prototypes. Our prototype-based description model uses the
category’s prototype to find a global semantic representation of
the basics conceptual components (objects) of the image meaning.
To achieve this goal, we bring to light the Prototype Theory as
a theoretical foundation to represent the semantic meaning of the
image visual information, specifically to represent - semantically-
the basics components of image: objects. Prototype Theory pro-
poses that human beings think a category in terms of abstract
prototypes, defined by the central cases (or typical members)
of the category [19], [25], [26]. That theory also exposes that
successful execution of object recognition and description tasks in
human brain is inherently related to the learned prototype of the
object category [19], [26], [27], [28]. This raises the following two
questions: i) Can a model of the perception system be developed in
which objects are described using the same semantic features that
are learned to identify and classify them? ii) How can the category
prototype be included in the object global semantic description?
We address these two questions motivated by the human
approach for describing objects globally. Human being uses the
generalization and discrimination processes to build object de-
scriptions that highlighting their most distinctive features within
the category. For example, a typical human description: a dal-
matian is a dog (generalization ability to recognize the central
semantic meaning of dog category) that is distinguished by its
unique black or liver colored spotted coat (discrimination ability
to detect the semantic distinctiveness of object within the dog
category). Figure 1 depicts the intuition and principal concepts
of our prototype-based description model. The main idea of our
approach is to use the quality of features extracted with CNN-
classification models both to represent the central semantic mean-
ing of a specific category, and to learn the object distinctiveness
within the category.
2 RELATED WORKS
CNN descriptors
The CNN descriptor family showed that it is possible, for a
learning approach, to outperform the best techniques based on
carefully hand-crafted features [6], [7], [8]. CNN descriptor mod-
els differ among themselves on how to compute the descriptors
in their deep architectures, similarity functions learning and its
features extraction methods. Some approaches extract immediate
activations of the model as a descriptor signature [12], [13], [29],
[30]. Other methods use similarity convolutional network [14],
[16], [17], [31] and siamese networks [14], [17], [31] to learn
discriminative representations. LIFT [31] learns each task involved
in features management: detection, orientation estimation, and
description. Lin et al. [22] constructed a compact binary descriptor
for efficient object matching based on features extracted with
VGG16 model [12]. Those CNN-descriptor models were more
oriented to achieve discriminative features than to represent the
image semantics.
Semantic descriptors and semantic correspondence
Liu et al. [32] proposed SIFT Flow method; that approach gener-
ated the start of the semantic flow family methods as a solution to
the high degree of variation that includes the challenge of semantic
correspondence [32], [33], [34]. Several of these methods combine
their approaches with the extraction of hand-crafted features [7],
[8]. Some works [15], [23], [24] use the robustness of CNN-
models for training deep learning architectures and to address
the problem of semantic correspondence. Kim et al. [15] tackled
the problem of semantic correspondence by constructing FCSS
semantic descriptor. In general, CNN descriptors and semantic
descriptors are trained to learn their own semantic representations
and use different deep learning architectures. Most of these feature
description models do not use the discriminative power of the
features extracted using the well-known CNN-classification mod-
els [11], [12], [13]. Moreover, none of these CNN-feature descrip-
tion approaches incorporates the Cognitive Sciences foundation to
introduce meaning in the representations of image features.
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TABLE 1
Two-dimensional conceptual map of prototypicality effects [25].
extensional intensional
non-equality Difference of typicality Clustering into family
(salience effect, and membership salience resemblances
core/periphery)
non-discreteness Fuzziness at the edges, Absence of necessary and
(demarcation membership uncertainty sufficient definitions
problems, flexibly)
Prototype Theory
The Prototype Theory [19], [20], [25], [26], [27], [28], [35], [36]
analyzes the internal structure of categories and introduces the
prototype-based concept of categorization. It proposes a categories
representation as heterogeneous and not discrete, where the fea-
tures and category members do not have the same relevance within
the category. Rosch [19], [26] obtained evidence that human
beings store first the semantic meaning of category based on the
degrees of representativeness (typicity) of category members, and
then its specificities.
The category prototype was formally defined as the clear
central members of a category [19], [20], [25]. The attributes of
these focal members are those that are structurally the most salient
properties of the category, and conversely, a member occupies the
focal position because it shows the most salient features of the
category [20], [25]. Rosch [19], [26], [36] showed that human
beings store the category knowledge as a semantic organization
around the category prototype (prototypicality organization). Fi-
nally, object categorization is obtained based on the similarity of
a new exemplar with the learned categories prototypes [26], [36].
Rosch [19], [26], [35], [36] showed that it was important to
clearly distinguish between the various phenomena that may be
associated with prototypicality. For Geeraerts [25] the concept of
prototypicality is in itself a prototypically clustered one for four
characteristics in which the concepts of non-discreteness and non-
equality (either on the intensional or on the extensional level) play
a major distinctive role. Four characteristics are frequently men-
tioned as typical of prototypicality in prototypical categories [19],
[25], [26]: i) categories exhibit degrees of typicality; not every
member is equally representative in the category (extensional non-
equality); ii) categories are blurred at the edges (extensional non-
discreteness); iii) categories are clustering into family resemblance
structure; that is, the category semantic structure takes the form
of a radial set of clustered and overlapping members (intensional
non-equality); and iv) categories cannot be defined by means of
a single set of criteria (necessary and sufficient) attributes (inten-
sional non-discreteness). The prototypicality effects (See Table 1)
surmise the importance of the distinction between central and
peripheral meaning of the object categories [25].
3 COMPUTATIONAL PROTOTYPE MODEL
Rosch [19], [26] showed that humans learn the central semantic
meaning of categories (the prototype) and include it in their
cognitive processes. Based on these assumptions, our object se-
mantic description approach based on prototypes follows the flow
of conceptual processes presented in Figure 1 as hypothesis for
simulating the human behavior in object features description. Note
that our proposal requires as a priori knowledge the prototypes
representation of objects categories. But, how to represent the
prototype of a specific category?
3.1 Semantic Representation
The category semantic structure (i.e., central/peripheral meaning)
are related with differences of typicality and membership salience
of category members (extensional non-equality). The prototype
can be understood as the “average” of the abstractions of all
objects in the category [37]; it summarizes the most representative
members (or features) of the category. The combination between
the observed object features and features relevance for the category
enables the grouping of objects into family resemblance (inten-
sional non-equality). This approach justifies the object’s position
within the semantic structure of the category and allows typical
objects to be grouped into the semantic center of the category (pro-
totypical organization).
Let O be an universe of objects; C = {c1, c2, ..., cn} be
the finite set of objects categories labels that partition O; Oci =
{o ∈ O : category(o) = ci} is the set of objects that share the
same category ci ∈ C , ∀i = 1, ..., n; and F = {f1, f2, ..., fm}
be a finite set of distinguishing features of an object.
Definition 1. Semantic prototype. We call the central meaning of
the category ci ∈ C , semantic prototype of ci-category, or simply
semantic prototype, to the “average” and standard deviation of
each features of all typical objects within the ci-category, along
with a “measure” of the relevance of those features. Formally,
our semantic prototype is a 3-tuple Pi = (Mi,Σi,Ωi) where
∀i = 1, ..., n;∀j = 1, ...,m:
i) Mi = [µi1, µi2, ..., µim] is a nonempty m-dimensional
vector, where µij is the mean of j-th feature of features
extracted for only typical objects of ci-category;
ii) Σi = [σi1, σi2, ..., σim] is a nonempty m-dimensional vec-
tor, where σij is the standard deviation of j-th feature of
features extracted for only typical objects of ci-category;
iii) Ωi = [ωi1, ωi2, ..., ωim] is a nonempty m-dimensional vec-
tor, where ωij is the relevance value of j-th feature for the
category ci ∈ C .
Definition 2. Abstract prototype. The abstract semantic center
of the category ci ∈ C , most prototypical element of ci-
category, ideal element of ci-category, or simply the abstract
prototype of ci-category, is the m-dimensional vector Mi ∈ Pi =
(Mi,Σi,Ωi) composed by the expected value (average value) of
each features extracted for only typical objects of ci-category.
3.2 Semantic Distance
Our description approach (see processes 4 - 5 in Figure 1) needs
a distance measure to compute the discrepancy between object
features and the category typical features (semantic prototype).
The distance metrics L1 and L2 could be good options if its did
not assume that all object features have the same relevance.
The Prototype Theory expose that: i) each object features
has a relative relevance in the category; and ii) the relevance
(or salience) of each category member is in accordance with the
number and type of features present in the object. That approach
can establish a degree of prototypicity of a specific element within
the category (extensional non-equality). Consequently, we gener-
alize some measures of experimental psychology [27], [28], [38]
to propose a semantic distance metric (or dissimilarity function)
that measure the discrepancy between two objects (or between the
object and the semantic prototype) based on the observed features.
Definition 3. Prototypical distance. Let o ∈ Oci a representative
object of category ci ∈ C , Fo the features of object o and Pi =
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Fig. 2. Category internal structure. Figure shows the semantic repre-
sentation of the category internal structure. Also it shows the principal
definitions of our Computational Prototype Model.
(Mi,Σi,Ωi, bi) the semantic prototype of ci-category. We defined
as prototypical distance between o and Pi the semantic distance:
δ(o, Pi) =
m∑
j=1
|ωij | |fj − µij | , (1)
where ωij ∈ Ωi, µij ∈ Mi, and fj ∈ Fo ; ∀i = 1...n; ∀j =
1...m. (Adapted from the semantic distance of the Multiplicative
Prototype Model (MPM) [27], [28] and Generalized Context
Model (GCM) [39]).
Definition 4. Distance between objects. Let o1, o2 ∈ Oci be a
representative objects of category ci ∈ C; Fo1 ,Fo2 the features
of objects o1, o2 respectively. We define the objects distance
between o1 and o2 as the semantic distance given by:
δ(o1, o2) =
m∑
j=1
|ωij |
∣∣f1j − f2j ∣∣ , (2)
where ωij ∈ Ωi, f1j ∈ Fo1 and f2j ∈ Fo2 , ∀i =
1...n; ∀j = 1...m. (We introduce the learned weights of CNN-
models in the psychological distance between two stimuli defined
by Medin [38]).
Definition 5. Feature metric space. Let Fci be a nonempty set of
all object features of category ci ∈ C . Since the distance function
δ : Fci×Fci → R+ satisfies the axioms of non-negativity, identity
of indiscernible, symmetry and triangle inequality; δ is a metric in
the features domain Fci . Consequently, (Fci , δ) is a metric space
or feature metric space.
Figure 2 shows the expected representation of the cate-
gory internal structure based on our Computational Prototype
Model (CPM) [Semantic prototype (Def. 1) + Semantic dis-
tance (Def. 3, 4)]. With our model, we try to respect some
important concepts of the Prototype Theory: i) category prototype
edges are defined with our vector Σi ∈ Pi = (Mi,Σi,Ωi);
ii) category edges are blurred (not sharp defined) because our
semantic prototype is not defined with all category elements (only
with typical elements); iii) objects representativeness (typicality)
within the category is simulated with our prototypical distance.
3.3 Prototype Construction
Our semantic prototype representation can be easily computed by
any model with the ability to extract object features of images (Fo)
and to learn the unitary relevance value (ωij) of each j-th object
Algorithm 1 Prototype Construction
1: Input: CNN-model Λ, objects dataset O, category ci
2: Output: Category Prototype (Pi)
3: Oci ← {o ∈ O : category(o) = ci}
4: features block ← {}
5: for o ∈ Oci do
6: if o is typical then
7: Fo ← Λ.features of(o)
8: features block ← features block ∪ Fo
9: Ωi, bi ← Λ.sofmax weight learned of(ci)
10: Mi,Σi ← compute stats(features block)
11: return (Mi,Σi,Ωi, bi)
feature in the i-th category. Another aspect that we have consid-
ered to compute our semantic prototype is the elements typicality
within the category; consequently, we need objects dataset with
the object typicality score annotation.
Moreover, our object description approach presented in Fig-
ure 1 attempt - following the human behavior - to use the same
features extracted to classify and describe the object. First, we
need to recognize the category to which the object belongs, and
then, finding what are the object features that distinguish it from
others within the category. But, how to model a global object
description with similar behavior of the Figure 1 diagram?
To address these issues, we rely on the fact that CNNs provide
outstanding performance in image semantic processing and clas-
sification tasks. We use CNN-classification models for features
extraction, recognition and classification of the visual information
received as input (processes 1 to 4 in Figure 1). CNN-models,
analogous to the human memory [40], make associations that
keep the knowledge in their connection structures. Our method
downloads that knowledge of pre-trained CNN-models into a
semantic structure (semantic prototype) which aims is to stand
for the central semantic meaning of learned categories (See step 5
in Figure 1).
Definition 6. Convolutional semantic prototype. The convolu-
tional semantic prototype of a category ci ∈ C is a 4-tuple
Pi = (Mi,Σi,Ωi, bi), whereMi,Σi are computed using features
of ci-category extracted from the fully convolutional layer of
pre-trained CNN-classification models; and Ωi, bi are the learned
parameters (learned features relevance) of i-th category in the soft-
max layer. Next, we refer to the convolutional semantic prototype
of the category as semantic prototype.
Algorithm 1 details how to compute the proposed semantic
prototype for a specific category. Given a labeled object images
dataset, for each object category in the dataset, we use Algo-
rithm 1 to compute the correspond semantic prototype (off-line
processing). The resulted semantic prototypes dataset is used as
prior knowledge in our prototype-based description model (See
Figure 1). Figure 3 shows the main steps and concepts of our
prototype construction algorithm.
4 GLOBAL SEMANTIC DESCRIPTOR
Our semantic description approach based on prototypes describes
an object using its semantic meaning (generalization) and semantic
distinctiveness within the category (discrimination) (See Figure 1).
In section above, we present a framework to encapsulate the
central meaning (semantic prototype) of an object category. In
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Fig. 3. Off-line construction of the semantic prototypes dataset. Given a labeled images dataset, for each objects category present in the dataset,
we compute our semantic prototype representation using Algorithm 1.
this section we present how to introduce that semantic prototype
representation to simulate the object semantic description work-
flow depicted in Figure 1.
4.1 Semantic Meaning
Some cognitive neuroscience researches have studied the effect
of semantic meaning in object recognition task [2], [4], [41].
When an object has been previously associated with some kind of
semantic meaning in the brain, people are more prone to correctly
identify the object [2], [4]. Studies [2], [4], [41] have shown that
semantic associations allow a much faster recognition of an object,
even when the task of object recognition becomes increasingly
difficult (varying points of view, occlusion) [41]. Therefore, the
semantic associations based on the object semantic meaning allow
for faster objects recognition.
Moreover, the fact that some CNN-model (e.g. ResNet [11])
outperform the human-reported performance (5.1% [42]) on large-
scale visual object classification tasks, generated some cognitive
studies [43], [44], [45], [46] to research the possible links be-
tween CNN-models and visual system in human brain. Cichy et
al. [46] suggest that deep neural networks perform spatial arrange-
ment representations like those performed by human. Khaligh-
Razavi [45] concluded that the weighted combination of features
in last completely connected layer of CNN-models can completely
explain the inferior temporal cortex in human brain. We will
base ourselves on these theoretical foundations to model our
representation of objects semantic meaning.
Definition 7. Semantic value. Let be Fo = {f1, f2, ..., fm}
observed features of an object o ∈ O. The semantic meaning
of object features Fo for category ci ∈ C , summary value of
features Fo, or simply semantic value of Fo in ci-category is an
abstract value: z =
∑
m ωijfj + bi, where ωij ∈ Ωi, fj ∈ Fo.
Consequently, the semantic value of ideal member of ci-category,
central semantic meaning of ci-category or summary value of the
semantic prototype Pi = (Mi,Σi,Ωi, bi) is the semantic value
zˆi =
∑
m ωijµj + bi, where ωij ∈ Ωi, and µij ∈ Mi are the
abstract prototype features, ∀i = 1, ..., n; ∀j = 1, ...,m.
Note that our object semantic value is exactly the same
value used to object categorization in softmax layer of CNN-
classification models. Hence, our approach to object semantic
description based on prototypes assumes as object semantic mean-
ing vector, the semantic vector (~z = Ωi  Fo + b¯i) constructed
with the element-wise operations to compute the object semantic
value (Definition 7). Our semantic meaning representation uses
a bias vector (b¯i) to uniformly dissolve the bias in each vector
component (bi =
∑
m b¯i). With this approach it is enough a sum
of each semantic meaning vector component to recover the object
semantic value (z =
∑
m ~z). Accordingly, our semantic meaning
vector contains the same semantic definitions used to categorize
the object within a specific category.
4.2 Semantic Difference
We stand for the semantic distinctiveness of an object for spe-
cific ci-category, as the semantic discrepancy between object
features and features of the most prototypical (ideal) element
of ci-category (abstract prototype of ci-category). Since object
features (Fo) and abstract prototype of ci-category (Mi ∈ Pi)
belong to same feature domain (features metric space), we used
our prototypical distance as measure of the objects distinctiveness
within the category.
Consequently, our approach assumes as object semantic dis-
tinctiveness vector, the semantic difference vector (~δ = Ωi 
|Fo −Mi|) constructed with the element-wise operations to
compute the object prototypical distance (Definition 3). Our
semantic difference vector is the weighted (Ωi) residual vec-
tor (~r = |Fo −Mi|) composed with absolute values of the
difference between each object feature and each feature of ci-
category abstract prototype.
Note that our object semantic difference (or our prototypi-
cal distance) can be understood as the sum of absolute differ-
ence between the object semantic meaning vector (~z) and the
central semantic meaning vector (~ˆzi) of ci-category. Thus, the
Equation 1 is equivalent to the expression
∑m
j=1
∣∣∣~zj − ~ˆzij∣∣∣ =∑m
j=1 |ωijfj − ωijµij | = δ(o, Pi) when ∀ωij ∈ Ωi, ωij ≥ 0
(we introduce this ωij constraint in the semantic distance of MPM
model). Therefore, our object semantic difference representation
has the advantage that a sum of vector elements is enough to
retrieve the object prototypical distance (δ =
∑
m
~δ).
Figure 4 shows an overview of our prototype-based description
model. Our Global Semantic Descriptor model uses as require-
ment the prior knowledge (Figure 4c) of each category proto-
type (prototypes are precomputed off-line using Algorithm 1).
After feature extraction and categorization processes (Figure 4b),
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Algorithm 2 Global Semantic Descriptor ψ
1: Input: Image of an Object o
2: Output: Object semantic signature (ψo)
3: Data: CNN-model Λ, prototypes dataset
4: Fo, ci ← Λ.features and prediction(o)
5: Mi,Σi,Ωi, bi ← prototypes dataset(ci)
6: meaning← f (Fo,Ωi, bi,meaning)
7: difference← f (|Fo −Mi| ,Ωi, bi, distinctiveness)
8: return meaning⊕ difference
we use the corresponding category prototype for semantic descrip-
tion of object features. We show in Figure 4e) how to introduce
the category prototype into the global semantic description of
object’s features. A drawback of our object semantic representa-
tion (Figure 4e) is having high dimensionality, since it is based
on the semantic meaning vector (~z) and semantic difference
vector (~δ = Ωi  ~r). The large dimensionality of our feature
vectors makes its practical uses unfeasible in common computer
vision tasks [15], [23]. Algorithm 2 and Figure 4 detail the main
steps of our approach; note that steps follow the same work-flow
of human description hypotheses depicted in Figure 1.
4.3 Dimensionality Reduction
Several dimensionality reduction algorithms such as PCA [47] and
NMF [48] are based on discarding features that do not generate
meaningful variation. Although these approaches work on some
tasks, after applying these algorithms we lost the ability of
data interpretation [47]. From the Prototypes Theory perspective,
discarding features it is no suitable when applied to the semantic
space, due to the absence of necessary and sufficient definitions
to categorize an object (intensional non-discreteness). Sometimes
discarding features may mean discarding elements of the cate-
gory [25]. For instance, there may be some objects within the
category that do not have some of category typical features (flying
is a typical feature of bird category; however, penguin is a bird
that does not fly).
We propose a simple transformation function f(x) to com-
press our global semantic representation of the object’s fea-
tures (Figure 4d) in a low dimensional global semantic signa-
ture (Figure 4f). Our transformation function aims to reduce our
semantic representation dimensionality while keeping the property
of easy retrieve the object semantic meaning and object semantic
Algorithm 3 Dimensionality Reduction f(x)
1: Input: m-dimensional vector α, Ωi, bi, type
2: Output: semantic signature
3: Parameter: auxiliary matrix χr×r
4: b¯i ← bim // m-dimensional vector b¯i (bi =
∑
m b¯i)
5: χr×r ← shape(r, r) // setting auxiliary matrix dimension
6: Computing angles matrix: Θr×r = angles from(χr×r)
7: Finding the optimal configuration p, q where p ≡ 0 (mod r),
q ≡ 0 (mod r) and m = p · q
8: α,Ωi, b¯i = reshape to matrixp×q(α,Ωi, b¯i)
9: signature← []
10: for j = 1, ..., pr ; k = 1, ...,
q
r do
11: Mapping χjkr×r in α,Ωi, b¯i
12: Computing ~zi
jk using Hadamard product .
13: ~zi
jk =
Ω
jk
i  αjk + b¯ijk, if type = meaning∣∣∣Ωjki ∣∣∣ αjk, otherwise
14: g jk ← vectors(Θr×r,
∣∣∣~zijk∣∣∣ , sign(~zijk)).
15: signature jk(l) =
∑
gjk(θ),∀θ ∈ Θr×r : θl − 45 <
θ ≤ θl with θl = l · pi4 ,∀l = 1, ..., 8
16: signature← signature⊕ signature jk
17: return signature
difference from the final descriptor signature. Our final descriptor
signature (ψ) is computed by concatenating the corresponding
signatures of semantic meaning vector (~z) and semantic difference
vector (~δ) compressed with our f(x) transformation (see Algo-
rithm 2).
Figure 5 shows the main steps of our f(x) transformation. We
use a square auxiliary matrix (χr×r) as a parameter to control
the descriptor signature dimensionality. The main steps can be
summarized as: 1) Resizing the input vectors in the best 2D
dimensional configuration of matrices (p × q) whose dimensions
are multiples of r (auxiliary matrix dimension). 2-3) Computing
the angles matrix (Θr×r) with angles formed by the position
of each feature with respect to auxiliary matrix χr×r center; to
achieve uniqueness the diagonal angles were evenly distributed
between the magnitudes of angles α and β. 4) - 5) Constructing
unitary semantic gradient for each auxiliary matrix mapped within
p × q matrices; each semantic gradient is constructed using
the angle matrix (Θr×r), and magnitude and sign of semantic
vectors computed using Definition 1 and 7. 6) Reducing the
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Fig. 5. Dimensionality reduction function. Figure shows our transformation f(x) to converts the high dimensionality of our object semantic
representation into corresponding semantic descriptor signature. The final signature is constructed by concatenating each 8d-vector computed
from each unitary semantic gradient. We show the trivial case when the input m-dimensional vectors have 2 times auxiliary matrix dimen-
sion (m = p · q and p = r; q = 2r); consequently the output signature have 2 times (16D) the 8D-vector dimension.
semantic gradient to 8-vectors similarly to SIFT approach [7]; 7)
Concatenating, for each χr×r mapped, the corresponding unitary
8D-signatures resulted of flow 4-6. Algorithm 3 details all steps.
Hence, our final descriptor signature preserves the object se-
mantic meaning (Property 1) and object semantic difference (Prop-
erty 2) present in our first global semantic representation of object
features (Figure 4e). Also, depending of the input vector, our
descriptor can uses f(x) transformation to construct global se-
mantic representations (signatures) with different meanings within
the category (Property 3). That is, our descriptor can construct
semantic representations (see Figure 4e) for: i) an object, ii) the
ideal category member (abstract prototype), and to encapsulate the
semantic prototype boundaries.
4.4 Descriptor Properties
Property 1. Semantic meaning preservation. The
semantic descriptor signature preserves the object semantic
value:
∑|ψ|/2
k=0 ψ[k] = zˆ.
Proof. To prove this, it suffices to follow backward through steps 6
and [10, 16] of Algorithm 2 and 3, respectively.
∑|ψ|/2
k=0 ψ =∑
f (α,Ωi, bi,meaning) =
∑∑
j
∑
k g
jk =
∑
Ωi  α + b¯i=∑
~z = zˆ; α ∈ {Mi, Fo} .
Property 2. Prototypical distance preservation. If o ∈ Oci is a
object of ci - category, the object signature ψo preserves the object
prototypical distance:
∑|ψo|
k=|ψo|/2 ψo[k] = δ(o, Pi).
Proof. Similar to the previous proof, but using distinctiveness
vector.
∑|ψ|
k=|ψ|/2 =
∑
f (|Fo −Mi| ,Ωi, bi, distinctiveness) =∑∑
j
∑
k g
jk =
∑ |Ωi|  |Fo −Mi| = ∑~δ = δ(o, Pi).
Property 3. Structural polymorphism. Our Global Semantic De-
scriptor has the polymorphic property of describing, with the same
structural representation, distinctly different semantic meanings
within the ci-category. Thus, our descriptor uses the category
prototype Pi = (Mi,Σi,Ωi, bi) to construct different semantic
signature taxonomies:
i) an object o ∈ Oci , ψo = ψ(Fo, |Fo −Mi| ,Ωi, bi);
ii) central semantic meaning (abstract prototype) of
ci-category, ψPi = ψ(Mi, |Mi −Mi| ,Ωi, bi) =
ψ(Mi,~0,Ωi, bi);
iii) semantic meaning of ci-category. ψi = ψ(Mi,Σi,Ωi, bi).
5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Experimental Setup
First, we performed experiments using benchmark image datasets
with fixed-size, size-normalized and centered images like
MNIST [49] and CIFAR [50]. Next, we performed experiments
on ImageNet [42] as real images dataset. For each image datasets,
we used a CNN-classification model for feature extraction and
classification (See Figure 4b). Thus, we used a CNN-MNIST
and CNN-CIFAR models based on LeNet [49] and Deep Belief
Network [50] architectures for image classification in MNIST
and CIFAR datasets, respectively. We conducted experiments in
ImageNet dataset using VGG16 [12] and ResNet50 [11] models
as background of our global semantic description model. Note
that our prototype-based descriptor model depicted in Figure 4, is
scalable and can easily be adapted to any other CNN-classification
model.
Prototypes Dataset Construction
Our prototype-based descriptor model needs prototypes dataset
as category prior knowledge to build semantic representations
that stand for the object distinctiveness within the category (see
Figure 4c). In the experiments, we computed prototypes datasets
with CNN-MNIST, CNN-CIFAR, VGG16 and ResNet50 models
in MNIST, CIFAR and ImageNet datasets, respectively.
For feature extraction, we assume as object features those
extracted from the last dense layer (before the softmax layer) of the
CNN-model. Notice that to properly build the proposed semantic
prototype, our approach needs typical objects of categories, or
any information about typicality score (or typicality degree) of
objects belonging a specific category. However, none of image
datasets used have this annotation. Lake et al. [51] showed that
the output of last layer of CNN models can be used as a signal for
how typical an input image looks like. Consequently, we used as
typicality score of objects the strength of classification response
to the category of interest. Specifically, we assume as typical
members of a category those elements that are - unequivocally -
classified as category members (typicality score > 0.99) by CNN
models. Finally, for each category in datasets, we extracted fea-
tures of typical members and computed the correspond semantic
prototype (see Definition 1) using Algorithm 1.
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5.1 The Semantics behind our Computational Proto-
type Model
Achieving the members prototypical behavior within the category
is one of the motivations and theoretical basis of our approach.
Nevertheless, there is no defined metric to quantify whether our
representation correctly captures the category semantic meaning.
This is a consequence of the fact that there is no defined metric to
robustly evaluate the object typicality level within a category, this
skill is still reserved only for human beings.
In this section we analyze the semantics captured by our
Computational Prototype Model (semantic prototype + prototyp-
ical distance). Our CPM model pursue two main goals: i) tries
to capture, with the semantic prototype, the central semantic
meaning of a specific object category; ii) we want to simulate,
in a comparable way to the human being, that visually typical
elements of category are organized close (based on our prototyp-
ical distance metric) to the category prototype. Since we do not
have annotated images with the object typicality score to robustly
evaluate our representation, we will use other approach to analyze
the semantics behind our CPM model.
5.1.1 Prototypical Organization
The experiments in this section aim to visualize the internal
semantic structure of the category using the semantic meaning
encapsulated by our CPM model for each category member. Based
on the features extracted from object images, we analyze the object
prototypical behavior observing where it is positioned within the
category by our CPM model (using our prototypical distance).
Visualizing the semantic position of each category member with
respect to the abstract prototype of the category, constitutes a
simple approach to see the internal semantic structure of the
entire category. We need to corroborate that our CPM model can
correctly interpret the object features and position it semantically
within the category, keeping a prototypical organization.
Note that our CPM model uses m-dimensional object features
from CNN-features domain. Accordingly, visualizing the category
internal structure is infeasible in m-dimensional features space
since most techniques of data visualization are based on features
discarding. From perspective of Prototype Theory foundations,
this approach can be problematic (intensional non-discreteness).
For this reason, we used topology techniques to make object
interpretation based on all observed features. We constructed a
map for showing that our approach can simulate the prototypical
organization of members within the category.
Let (Fci , δ) and (R2, L1) be metric spaces (see Definition 5),
and ρ a function that maps object features to (R2, l1) metric space
using its semantic value and its prototypical distance. That is,
ρ : Fci → R2 | ρ(o ∈ Oci) = ρ(Fo) = p(zo, δ(o, Pi)), where Fo
are the object features, zo is the object semantic value, δ(o, Pi) is
the object prototypical distance; the point p(x, y) ∈ R2 and L1
is L1-norm condition.
Let be the objects o1, o2 ∈ Oci , and p1 = ρ(o1), p2 =
ρ(o2) be the correspond mapped point in (R2, L1) metric space.
Then, the Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD) between p1 and
p2 is L1(p1, p2) = L1(ρ(o1), ρ(o2)) = |z1 − z2| + |δ1 − δ2|;
using the Definitions 3, 4 and 7 we end up with the expres-
sion: δ(o1, o2) ≤ L1(p1, p2) ≤ 2δ(o1, o2). Consequently, for
every Fo1 , Fo2 ∈ Fci and ε > 0 exists a ϕ = ε+12 > 0 such
that: δ(o1, o2) < ϕ ⇒ L1(ρ(o1), ρ(o2)) < ε, that is, ρ is
continuous. This means that every element of ρ(o1) neighborhood
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Fig. 6. Prototypical organization within categories. Figure shows the
internal structure of categories 3 and 9 of MNIST and ImageNet datasets
for features extracted using CNN-MNIST and VGG16 models, respec-
tively. In button and top, from left to right, the five elements closest (in
blue) and furthest (in red) to the semantic prototype of each category;
index of the first element is annotated (inside the black box).
in (R2, L1) metric space, also belongs into o1 neighborhood in
(Fci , δ) metric space (if ρ(o1) = p1, ∀p ∈ {neighborhood of p1}
ρ−(p) ∈ {neighborhood of o1}). Consequently, the observed
behavior of ci-category internal structure – in term of distance
metrics– in (R2, L1) metric space is equivalent to the behavior in
feature metric space (Fci , δ).
Figure 6 presents examples of the semantic meaning captured
by our CPM model for members of number three and Persian
cat categories of MNIST and ImageNet datasets, respectively.
Notice that our proposal –using our prototypical distance in CNN-
feature domain– finds as typical elements of number three (top-5
closest) the handwritten digits with features that are, undoubtedly,
distinctive of c3-category. Our CPM model also can find the
peripheral meaning of the category. Members with less represen-
tative features of number three and Persian cat categories, or little
readable, are placed in the periphery (top-5 farthest), away from
the central meaning, but keeping the features of the category (it
still belongs to the category). For instance, as a human being, our
CPM model can find, that top-5 farthest members of number three
category can be a 3, but not a typical 3.
Also, Figure 6 shows examples of the internal semantic
structure of images categories mapped using ρ. Note how Top5
closest members (based on prototypical distance) are mapped (in
blue) and positioned near (based on L1 distance) to the abstract
prototype mapped (in black). That is, Top5 most visually repre-
sentative members of each category in (Fci , δ) metric space are
the same Top5 most representative (closest to mapped prototype)
in (R2, L1) metric space. Likewise, Top5 fewer representative
members (in red) continue to be positioned in the peripheries,
far away from our abstract prototype of the category (our cen-
tral semantic meaning representation). The experiments show a
prototypical organization of mapped members within the category
in (R2, l1) metric space. Consequently, based on ρ properties,
a similar grouping of objects based on family resemblance is
preserved in CNN-features metric space.
5.1.2 Typicality Capture
In this section, we analyze the relationship between semantic value
and prototypical distance variables. Also, we observe how can
influence its variations in the object visual information (typicality).
The experiments in MNIST, CIFAR and ImageNet datasets with
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Fig. 7. Typicality analysis. Objects images with same prototypical dis-
tance (in red) look visually similar; and category members with dif-
ferent prototypical distance (in blue) are visually different. Also, we
observe that image visual typicality decreases as prototypical distance
increases.
each correspond models show that there is a small strength of a
linear association between those two variables (Pearson coefficient
values between -0.3 and 0.3), but it does not conclude that we can
generalize a behavioral pattern between the object semantic value
and prototypical distance.
Lake et al. [51] showed that the semantic value can be used
as a signal for how typical an input image looks like. In contrast
to Lake et al. results, our experiments with VGG16 and ResNet50
models in ImageNet dataset showed that using the semantic value
as object typicality score can be problematic, because objects
with same semantic value does not imply same visual typicality
of images. Figure 6 shows an example of that phenomenon, in
Persian cat category, the 5th element of top5 closest to cate-
gory prototype has a semantic value like 2nd position of top5
furthest (semantic value ≈ 2), but they are visually different.
That is, the semantic value could be a necessary condition to
image typicality representation, but it is not enough. On the other
hand, note how our prototypical distance can capture the visual
typicality difference between those two objects images.
We also observe what is the image visual information behavior
when one of those semantic variables change. Figure 7 shows an
example of this experiment. Note how for a fixed prototypical
distance (δ(o, Pi) ≈ 13), the semantic value variation (in red)
does not generate significant changes in image visual typicality.
In contrast, for a fixed semantic value (zo ≈ 1), the prototypical
distance variation (in blue) generates typicality ordered changes in
the image visual information.
Based on our experiments results, we assume that our se-
mantic prototype representation correctly captures the central
semantic meaning of categories. Even with different models and
datasets, our CPM model organizes the internal category structure
following a prototypical organization. Besides, we showed that
ourprototypical distance has influence on elements arrangement
around the category semantic prototype. Since our prototypical
distance is a metric in CNN-feature domain, our semantic distance
can be used as objects typicality score within the category (typi-
cality score (o) = 1/δ(o, Pi)).
5.2 GSDP Descriptor
5.2.1 Semantic Information Analysis
The experiments in CNN-features domain show that object se-
mantic value and prototypical distance organize prototypically all
category members in a specific (and unique) position within the
category semantic structure. The key idea behind our Global Se-
mantic Descriptor based on Prototypes (GSDP) is to encapsulate,
in a vector representation, the same semantic interpretation –of
object features– captured by our CPM model. In this section,
we show that our GSDP descriptor encodes and preserves the
semantic information contained in the object features (semantic
value and prototypical distance). We show how retrieving from
descriptor signatures those semantic information and reconstruct-
ing the prototypical organization of category achieved in CNN-
features domain.
Let be (ψci , L1) the metric space of objects descriptor sig-
natures. Descriptor properties 1 and 2 allow to easily recover the
object semantic value and prototypical distance from descriptor
signatures. Property 3 enables to build descriptor signatures for
abstract prototypes of categories. Similarly to ρ map, we can
show that map γ : (ψci , L1) → (R2, L1) | γ(ψo ∈ ψci) =
p(
∑|ψ|/2
0 ψo,
∑|ψ|
|ψ|/2 ψo) = p(zo, δ(o, Pi)) is continuous. Conse-
quently, the behavior in (R2, L1) metric space is equivalent to the
behavior in feature metric space (Fci , δ) and descriptor signatures
metric space (ψci , L1).
With our approach, the internal prototypical organization of
category achieved in descriptor signature domain with γ map is
identical to the prototypical organization in features domain with
ρ map (e.g. Figure 6). This means that our descriptor signature
preserves, in its taxonomy, the same semantic information used
by our CPM model to interpret the object CNN-features (semantic
value, prototypical distance).
5.2.2 Signature Taxonomies
By definition, our descriptor uses the category semantic prototype
as generator of the semantic distinctiveness of category members.
Elements with equal semantic meanings and that share the same
semantic differences with the abstract prototype, will have similar
signatures. That is, the abstract prototype can be understood as
the DNA chain that stands for the typical features of category
members. Consequently, the abstract prototype signature can be
understood as the number distribution (or DNA chain) that stands
for the category members signatures.
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Fig. 8. Semantic signature taxonomies. Figure show an example of
semantic signatures constructed with our descriptor for c9-category in
MNIST dataset. We show the abstract prototype signature, descriptor
signatures examples of two c9-category members and a member that
does not belong to c9-category.
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Fig. 9. t-SNE visualization in ImageNet datasets. The top and bottom
rows corresponds with t-SNE visualizations of features constructed
using VGG16 and ResNet50 models, respectively. The feature length
was placed in the corresponding caption.
Figure 8 shows an example of the signatures taxonomies
constructed with our GSDP descriptor using CNN-MNIST
model (signatures size = 32). We showed the structural poly-
morphism property of our descriptor (Property 3) to construct
signatures for the central semantic meaning (abstract prototype)
and category members. Category members will have a seman-
tic meaning signatures with similar representation of category
abstract prototype signature. Notice that very typical elements,
will have descriptor signatures similar to the abstract prototype
signature; and elements that do not belong to the category will
have a very different signature.
Our GSDP descriptor attempts to build – using the semantic
prototype – a specific signature distribution for each objects
category. Figure 6 shows that elements can grouped, based on the
meaning captured by our CPM model, by their family resemblance
within the category. But this does not mean that in m-dimensional
features space there are no elements of other category in the
neighborhood of a specific elements. Since t-SNE [52] algorithm
can preserve local structure, we used t-SNE to analyze the element
neighborhood in m-dimensional space. This means, that points
which are close to one another in high-dimensional data set will
tend to be close to one another in the t-SNE low-dimensional map.
Figure 11 shows the t-SNE visualization for the first 10
categories of ImageNet datasets using Euclidean distance as sim-
ilarity measure and 50 as perplexity value. Note how our GSDP
representations are compactly grouped and with greater separation
between categories than those clustering built with features of
VGG16 and ResNet50 models (and its correspond PCA-reduced
versions). Therefore, we can assume that our descriptor constructs
object representations with the ability of maximize inter-class
elements differences and minimize the intra-class differences.
5.2.3 Performance Evaluation
Clustering
Yang et al. [53] showed that when the features representations
achieve good metrics in clustering tasks, it can generalize well
when transferred to other tasks. Based on these assumptions,
we evaluate our semantic encoding for verifying its usefulness
and suitability in image clustering tasks. We evaluate our GSDP
descriptor (version based in VGG16 and ResNet50 classification
models) in clustering tasks in ImageNet dataset. We comparing
our representation performance against the following image global
description: GIST [54], LBP [55], HOG [56], Color64 [57],
Color Hist [58], Hu H CH [58], [59], [60], VGG16, ResNet50
and features with reduced dimensionality using PCA [47].
TABLE 2
K-Means cluster metrics for each evaluated descriptor. Screenshot of
K-Means measures for first 20 ImageNet categories (20 clusters). We
show Homogeneity (H), Completeness (C), V-measure (V), Adjusted
Rand Index (ARI) and Adjusted Mutual Information (AMI) measures.
Descriptor Size Time Metrics Scores(ms) H C V ARI AMI
GIST 960 1210 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.05
LBP 512 1380 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.02
HOG 1960 25 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.03
Color64 64 125 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.04 0.11
Color Hist 512 38 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.03 0.07
Hu H CH 532 145 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.02
VGG16 4096 64 0,87 0,88 0,88 0,78 0,87
VGG PCA 256 256 80 0,89 0,90 0,89 0,82 0,89
GSDP VGG 256 256 78 0,97 0,99 0,98 0,93 0,97
VGG PCA 1024 1024 80 0,89 0,89 0,89 0,81 0,89
GSDP VGG 1024 1024 86 0,94 0,98 0,96 0,84 0,94
ResNet50 2048 94 0,88 0,90 0,89 0,78 0,88
RNet PCA 128 128 80 0,88 0,88 0,88 0,81 0,88
GSDP RNet 128 128 104 0,97 0,98 0,98 0,93 0,97
RNet PCA 512 512 80 0,89 0,90 0,90 0,82 0,89
GSDP RNet 512 512 110 0,91 0,97 0,94 0,73 0,91
Fig. 10. History of K-Means metrics reached by each representation in
first 100 categories (98 K-Means iterations) of ImageNet dataset. We
comparing the performance of VGG16 and ResNet50 features versus
our GSDP descriptor signature in clustering task.
We used K-Means algorithm for clustering 50, 000 images of
first 100 categories of ImageNet (500×category). The experiment
was conducted incrementally, starting with 3 cluster (for 3 cat-
egory) and incrementing a category for each iteration. Table 2
shows a screenshot of K-Means-metrics achieved by each descrip-
tor for first 20 categories; also it shows the features dimension
and extraction time per image (in milliseconds). Note that our
GSDP descriptor keeps the semantic information of VGG16 and
ResNet50 features (see Figure 6) with a more discriminatory
representation and even lower feature dimension.
Figure 10 shows the K-Means metrics history for VGG16 and
ResNet50 features against its correspond GSDP signatures. We
show the K-Means metrics behavior when the number of clusters
increases (until 100 categories) in each K-Means algorithm exe-
cution. The results show that our descriptor encoding significantly
outperforms the others image global encodings in terms of cluster
metrics.
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Fig. 11. KNN error rate reached by each representation in first 100
categories of ImageNet. We variate the K-value of KNN algorithm to
comparing the performance of VGG16 and ResNet50 features versus
our GSDP descriptor signature in image classification task.
Classification
Our GSDP descriptor constructs objects representations based on
object category predictions made by the CNN model used as
background (see Figure 4b and Algorithm 2 line 4). Consequently,
a prediction error generates that our descriptor constructs an object
semantic representation using a wrong semantic prototype. In
this experiment we considered two scenarios: i) making object
descriptions based on background model prediction; ii) making
object descriptions using, as model predictions, the label of object
category (prediction of a ideal classification model with 100%
accuracy).
Figure 11 shows an example of KNN algorithm behavior for
VGG16 and ResNet50 representation against correspond GSDP
signatures constructed in those two scenarios. In the experiment
we used the same ImageNet images sample and distance met-
ric used for clustering task evaluation. Also, we variate the k-
value to show that our GSDP encoding significantly outperforms
VGG16 and ResNet50 encodings in KNN classification task. The
experiments showed that GSDP representation using ResNet50
model reached better performance than those constructed using
VGG16 model. In addition, we observe that GSDP representa-
tions constructed using category labels ( ul in Figure 11) are
highly discriminative (mean error close to 0). Consequently, we
can conclude that our semantic encoding of object substantially
improves its performance in classification task as the accuracy of
CNN-classification model increases.
6 CONCLUSION
We introduce and evaluate two models based on Prototype Theory
foundations: i) a Computational Prototype Model (CPM) and ii) a
Prototype-based Description Model. Our CPM model can capture
the object visual typicality and the central and peripheral meaning
of objects categories. Our novel Global Semantic Descriptor based
on Prototypes (GSDP)1 does not need to be trained and it is
easily adaptable to be used with any CNN-classification model. As
shown in the experiments in ImageNet dataset with VGG16 and
ResNet50 models, our semantic descriptor is discriminative, small
dimensioned, and encodes the semantic information of category
members. We further showed that our GSDP object representation
preserves in its taxonomy the object semantic meaning and the
object typicality score. Our Prototype-based Description Model
proposes a starting point to introduce the theoretical foundation
1. All source code and prototype datasets used are publicly available in our
lab’s github: https://github.com/verlab/gsdp
related to the representation of semantic meaning and the learning
of visual concepts of the Prototype Theory in the CNN-Descriptors
family.
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